Myxomatous mitral valve disease (MMVD) is the most common heart disease in dogs. Learn about specific nutrients that play key roles in cardiac health for dogs with MMVD.

The Purina Institute provides the scientific facts to support your nutritional conversations.

Heart disease affects one in ten canine patients seen in primary care practice. The most common cause of acquired canine heart disease is myxomatous mitral valve disease (MMVD).

Most affected dogs are older, smaller breeds weighing less than 20 kg, but larger dogs can also be affected.1,2 Dogs with MMVD appear healthy until they reach later stages of disease. Early stage MMVD is typically recognized when the characteristic left apical heart murmur is auscultated during a routine veterinary exam.

75% of dogs* with heart disease have MMVD1

*in North America

Learn more about the power of nutrition at PurinalInstitute.com
In stage B2, recommendations include mild sodium restriction each stage are linked with recommendations for treatment and evaluation. The severity of heart changes and clinical signs at each stage are linked with recommendations for treatment and nutritional management.

Studies show that dogs with early stage MMVD have less efficient cardiac energy production, and increased oxidative stress and inflammation.1

So, in addition to the complete and balanced nutrition that all pets need, nutrients that aid mitochondria, support energy metabolism, help address oxidative stress and inflammation, and support overall heart health are also important for dogs with MMVD.

Are there guidelines for nutritional management of MMVD?

The American College of Veterinary Internal Medicine (ACVIM) consensus guidelines classify dogs with MMVD into one of four stages, based on clinical findings and echocardiographic evaluation. The severity of heart changes and clinical signs at each stage are linked with recommendations for treatment and nutritional management.1

- In stage B2, recommendations include mild sodium restriction to reduce cardiac workload, and adequate protein and calorie intake to maintain optimal body weight and condition.
  - No recommendation
  - Mild Na+ restriction
  - Calories & protein for optimal body condition
  - Monitor for excess/deficiencies (K, Mg)
  - Current or previous CHF
  - CHF refractory to treatment

Can nutritional intervention help dogs in earlier stages of MMVD?

The ACVIM recommendations are based on managing clinical signs and complications induced by MMVD. However, new research suggests that appropriate nutrition may benefit the heart itself by providing alternative energy substrates and other supportive nutrients before the heart fails.4,8

A specific cardiac protection blend of nutrients, formulated to address metabolic and transcriptomic changes in canine MMVD, demonstrated efficacy during a 6-month dietary intervention study in improving heart function and slowing progression in dogs with early stage MMVD.7,8 This synergistic blend includes:

- medium-chain triglycerides (MCTs) which provide alternate energy sources as medium-chain fatty acids and ketone bodies
- long-chain omega-3 fatty acids (EPA and DHA) to help reduce inflammation
- key amino acids—taurine, methionine and lysine—to support heart health
- vitamin E and other antioxidants to reduce oxidative stress
- magnesium and other minerals that are important for cardiac health and function

MCTs for an alternative energy source
Omega-3 fatty acids as an anti-inflammatory
Amino acids to support heart health
Antioxidants to mitigate oxidative stress
Magnesium for normal cardiac function
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